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WIDE PLANK FLOORING + ANTIQUE BUILDING MATERIALS

RECLAIMED ANTIQUE FLOORING  – VIRGIN TIMBER FROM AGED STRUCTURES

The strength, durability, and availability of the massive oak trees that populated 
the early American forests made it the go-to timber for barn and granary 
construction. The mighty Oak is as much a part of Americana as the barn itself. 
These planks are resawn from authentic reclaimed Red and White Oak barn 
beams, resulting in cleaner, more uniform planks than that usual Reclaimed

hardwood �ooring with a matchless history and radiance.

DISTINCTIVE ATTRIBUTES

authentic mix of sound checking, sound cracks, knots and insect holes/tracks, 
together with same strength, durability and wear-resistance as our other 
reclaimed oak options. 

SOLID FLOORING SPECS:

timber taken from old wooden structures such as
factory buildings. 

BOARD  WIDTHS 3” to 12” 

BOARD  LENGTH 2’ to 12’ 

PLANK
THICKNESS

3/4”,  5/8”,  1/2”  (3/8” & 
11/16" available) 
(5/8” up to 8” only)
(3/8” up to 4” only)

FINISH OPTIONS
-  authentic hand-scrape
-  machine hand-scrap
-  wire brushing
-  end-matching to 10”

ENGINEERED FLOORING SPECS:

stability - featuring a surface layer of real 
hardwood glued over a plywood core. 

BOARD  WIDTHS 3” to 12” 

BOARD  LENGTH 2’ to 10’ 

PLANK THICKNESS 5/8”   (3/4” & 11/16" 
available)

WEAR LAYER 4mm

PLYWOOD 8-ply Baltic Birch

FINISH OPTIONS
-  authentic hand-scrape
-  machine hand-scrap
-  wire brushing
-  end-matching to 10”

characteristics and beauty. While our samples provide a close 
representation of each specie, they are for photo reference 
only and cannot exactly match the end product.

EDGE MILLING OPTIONS

Square Round-Over Micro-Bevel

Reclaimed Antique Resawn Oak

Antique Oak �oor.

You can have it all with our Reclaimed Antique Resawn Oak - sustainable

Our Reclaimed Antique Resawn Oak hardwood wide plank �ooring features a moderate,

* Pre-�nish options are only available in plank thicknesses of 1/2”, 3/4”, 5/8”, 11/16”

Our Reclaimed Antique �ooring is 100% virgin Our Reclaimed Antique designed for added

UV Natural Oil Pre�nish 
Reclaimed Antique 

Oak (Resawn)

UV Standard Pre�nish 
Reclaimed Antique 

Oak (Resawn)


